USG gains some control of leftover fees

BY KELLEY CASINO

Thousands of dollars in leftover student fees are now under greater student control after an informal audit of a top UI administration official's office revealed a lack of checks and balances.

Philip Jones, the sophomore vice president for Student Senate, now has access to about $50,000 in expenditures first approved by the Student Senate and later canceled by the University Student Government. Jones found a complex problem of the funds to student leaders. Although Jones' office still has control over the funds, the audit has led to an increase in communication between his office and UISG. The audit also led him to release a report every three months showing how excess student activity line items are spent instead of writing to the treasurer, infernal reason that cost some expenses.

"It's better than nothing," said UI President Nick Robillard and about the audit's results. "The student government got a little more control, and the university did react to the students. I hope it works and it's great news," Robillard said.

The report, issued by the Internal Audit Department, failed to include Jones' office of the funds and had no special instructions to appear in the appropriate ledger.

Leaver fund money from the student's accounts usually totals between $80,000 and $80,000 per year. Robillard Nick Herfeld said the audit's recommendation to fit the report on three accounts, two for the current school year's student fees and a third for the current school year's student-fees account usually total $50,000 to $40,000 per year, plus $15,000 Nick Herfeld said.

The audit concludes a fight between student leaders and the administration that began in 2000, when Jones loaned $50,000 of the leftover money to Planet S to help the family entertainment center minimize the Old Capitol Town Center. The audit found that the final report of the audit was limited to the allowable, reasonable, and mandatory nature of the funds.
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"It's pretty straightforward that we have direct oversight of the funds," Herfeld said and the new arrangement. "We didn't have much control over the money this year."
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Lee enters Alfond plow in Hall Mall blaze

By JAMES BARTEK

The man accused of setting fire to the Hall Mall the night of Dec. 30, 1998, appeared in District Court for a pretrial hearing on Wednesday. Lee Robert Eaton, 27, is facing charges of first-degree arson.

"I'm not sure what I want to do," Eaton said during the hearing, after entering his plea of not guilty. Eaton did not speak to the judge, who declined to ask him any questions. Eaton was arrested after a four-hour standoff with police in the mall. Eaton was initially charged with first-degree arson, a Class A felony, and first-degree theft, a Class D felony. Eaton was arraigned in District Court on Wednesday.

Lee Robert Eaton, 27, entered the plea — not guilty — without a lawyer but acknowledged there is evidence of his guilt. Eaton was a resident of a nearby trailer park and had been living in a tent in a trailer until he was arrested. Eaton was arrested after a one-hour standoff with police.
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Arabs say Iraq will obey U.N.

BY RAFAH CHANDARAKAN WASHINGTON POST

CAIRO — Iraqi President Saddam Hussein intends to accept a recently passed U.N. Security Council resolution that requires his nation to disarm and dismantle its weapons of mass destruction, according to diplomatic sources.

While U.S. government officials were today hinting that they could move to begin disarming Iraq, the statement was not backed up by new orders from the White House.

The resolution calls for the disarmament of Iraq by November, a diplomatic source said.

Iraqi officials have repeatedly denied that their government is developing a nuclear weapon, while acknowledging that it has taken steps to develop chemical and biological weapons.

The U.N. resolution, passed last week, requires Iraq to allow U.N. weapons inspectors to resume their work in the country.

Saddam Hussein, in a broadcast yesterday, said he would accept the resolution, but that the U.S. would have to be assured of its credibility.

The U.N. resolution requires that Iraq declare all its weapons of mass destruction and disarm them within a 60-day period.

The resolution also requires that Iraq destroy all military sites and return to the U.N. its weapons inspectors.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Boyd is right: Review the policies

To the Iowa State Senate:

On March 10, you made history when you abolished the tax on certain services. You were right to do so, and it is time to review the policies of the future Senate. If you want to make a difference, you need to review the policies of the future Senate. The current Senate has failed to take any meaningful action on the issues that affect the lives of Iowans. It is time to review the policies of the future Senate.

Sincerely,

Julie Thomas

Letters to the Editor reflect the opinions of the individually named writers only and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the Board of Directors or the Publisher.
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Because of the extreme budgetary constraints facing the UI, the quality of education has been eroding while the price has skyrocketed. Fewer classes are offered, security concerns increase, and students are being forced to pay for services. The University of Iowa community has consistently provided great services to the students, faculty, and staff. Just recently, it was announced that the IT services will remain the same cost as last year.

Other examples of the University's excellent service are easy to find. The deal that provided McFarland software for students for the previous six years has been broken by ITS. Just about any student in Iowa City can connect to the Internet thanks to ITS through either the high-speed BioNet connection in the dorms or the free Dial-in modem service offered through the Remote Access program.

Additionally, as much as Republicans talk about the best and the greatest achievement of their administration, the greatest achievement of the past two years has been the addition of the Sunshine Act. This act requires all government contracts to be made public and the public can use this information to hold government officials accountable.

Furthermore, ITS recently added student feedback and added the ability to turn on the pages of some paid newspapers. This is a great value to students.

We stand up for the club or its other members, but don't care for the team at all. Pierce is an athlete and a hearty supporter of the team, so the vote is on. Not many students have as much as Pierce.

It is an honor to be on the list, but it is a blessing to the future of new and better services for the UI. ITS continues to be the face of technology continuing to change. For the thousands of students who rely on their cellular phones, ITS is a blessing and continues to get their cell phones working, a task that ITS has never been supposed to perform. ITS and the technology are in a constant evolution to meet the needs of today's students.

Other university departments would do well to take ITS as a model for the future of their own. ITS is a model for the future of these services for the UI. ITS provesanus responsively effective. By listening to input from users and seeing that feedback to guide their efforts, ITS has accomplished what other departments have not. ITS has been able to stay consistent with its services.

It is true that running a business on the UI campus should not be the same as running a business off the UI campus.

As a woman, Pierce has not only been an athlete, but also a successful politician. In addition, Pierce's name is the same as Pierce's father's. She is the daughter of former Governor Dan Pierce. It was Pierce's father who was Governor of the state from the 1970s to the 1980s. Pierce is not the first woman to run for Governor of Iowa. In 2002, the first woman to run for Governor of Iowa was Laura Miller. Miller, a Republican, ran against Governor Tom Vilsack in the 2002 Iowa gubernatorial election.

Pierce, however, had a much harder job to get to the university campus. In the last 20 years, ITS has successfully added student feedback and added the ability to turn on the pages of some paid newspapers. This is a great value to students.

Pierce was the backing of some high name supporters (Al Gore among them) recognized, the bill was passed, and the bill is passed today. The challenge facing this bill was not easy, and the vote was on. If Pierce were a Democrat, ITS might have voted differently.

One of our day on UI campus will break through that glass ceiling. Ten women and men will be in the same room at the same time. Pierce was a Democrat in the past, and now she is a Republican. Pierce is a shrewd politician who knows how to work the system. Pierce has been a successful politician in the past, and now she is a Republican. Pierce is a shrewd politician who knows how to work the system.

Being a woman did not limit Loree's career in Congress. She was elected to Congress in 1975, and she was in Congress for 12 years. She was a Democrat, and she was a member of the House of Representatives, and she was the first woman to serve in Congress. She was a Democrat, and she was a member of the House of Representatives, and she was the first woman to serve in Congress.

In my opinion, Pierce is the best choice for Governor of Iowa. She has the experience and the knowledge to make Iowa a better place to live. She has the experience and the knowledge to make Iowa a better place to live. She has the experience and the knowledge to make Iowa a better place to live. She has the experience and the knowledge to make Iowa a better place to live.
FILM REVIEW

by Nate YAPP

By Eric Baker
Wings

Moonlight Mile

** of ****

The chemistry between Owen Wilson and Eddie Murphy makes a joyous harem film worth seeking.

Another romantic comedy from the usual suspects, Owen Wilson and Eddie Murphy, makes the kind of film that may not appeal to your typical romantic comedy audience, but it's still entertaining and full of laughs.

Owen Wilson, known for his charm and likability, plays Henry, a man who has had his fair share of romantic failures. Eddie Murphy, on the other hand, plays Ben, a successful but emotionally distant character. While the chemistry between the two is palpable, it's their performances that really shine.

The plot is simple—Henry is trying to move on from a past relationship, while Ben is just trying to get through his workday. When they meet, they find themselves drawn to each other, but their differences make it difficult for them to connect.

Despite the occasional cliché, "Moonlight Mile" is a fun watch thanks to the performances of Wilson and Murphy. They bring their characters to life in a way that makes the audience root for them. The film also has its fair share of heartwarming moments, which only add to the overall appeal.

"Moonlight Mile" is a heartwarming film that will make you laugh and cry. It's worth seeking out for its engaging characters and emotional story.

---

FILM REVIEW by Eric Baker

Moonlight Mile

** of ****

by Eric Baker

Wings

Moonlight Mile could have been a great movie. The film's subject matter is so that you can't help but wonder why it didn't work.

The film follows the story of a man named Henry (Owen Wilson), who is trying to move on from a past relationship. He meets Ben (Eddie Murphy), a successful but emotionally distant character, and they become friends. As they spend more time together, they find themselves drawn to each other.

The chemistry between the two stars is palpable, and they bring their characters to life in a way that makes the audience root for them. The film also has its fair share of heartwarming moments, which only add to the overall appeal.

Despite the occasional cliché, "Moonlight Mile" is a fun watch thanks to the performances of Wilson and Murphy. They bring their characters to life in a way that makes the audience root for them. The film also has its fair share of heartwarming moments, which only add to the overall appeal.

"Moonlight Mile" is a heartwarming film that will make you laugh and cry. It's worth seeking out for its engaging characters and emotional story.

---

AN EVENING WITH Long Ung

Survivor of Khmer Rouge genocide and author of the All of Johnson County Reads the Same Book selection, First They Killed My Father

National Spokesperson for the Nobel Prize Winning Campaign for a Landmine Free World

Free and Open to the Public

Tuesday, Nov. 12 • 7:30PM, IMU Main Lounge

Survivor of the Khmer Rouge genocide and author of the All of Johnson County Reads the Same Book selection, First They Killed My Father

University of IOWA S.T.A.T. Ambassadors

S.T.A.T. Ambassadors are student representatives of the University of Iowa and the Iowa Alumni Association.

The ambassadors strive to be leaders and companions to fellow students, their families, alumni, and the Iowa City community.

Get Involved!

- Be a member of a recognized student organization
- Meet a diverse group of student leaders
- Develop your own leadership skills
- Organize campus events such as Hawk's Nest, Family Weekend, and Reunion Weekend
- Promote community involvement with Make-A-Wish®
- Work with athletes and coaches
- Act as a liaison between students and alumni

You're invited to attend an informational meeting about joining S.T.A.T. Ambassadors, November 18 at 8 p.m. in the Michigan Room at the IMU.

Please visit our website for application and deadlines: www.iowalum.com/sa/

If you have questions, call 353-3854 or 353-3894.

E-mail: mickey.merritt@iowalum.com

www.iowalum.com/agents

E-mail: n beiden@iowalum.com
calendar

International Workers, “Visiting the African University: A search for appropriate strategies,” Professor Phillip M. Weiki, co-director of the University of Michigan’s African Studies Center project, today at noon, International Center Room 110.

TAM Seminar Series, “Efficient Importance Sampling with Two Applications,” Mariana Statikov, Professor of Computer Science and Engineering at the University of Michigan, today at 3:00 p.m., 207 Engineering North.

horsocopes

Monday, November 1, 2000

Aries (March 21-April 19): Your efforts will bring rewards if you know how to work smarter, not harder, and use a good deal of rumination in January but proceed with extreme caution.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): Push to put something completed today. You may need to turn on the charm in order to move others. If you don’t work fast, others may not see it and you may lose your opportunity.

Gemini (May 21-June 20): You may find that damming up emotions at minor health problems upset your plans. Try to go with the flow and not get upset. Sit in Illinois for a moment, and listen to others about their horoscopes.

Lb (July 23-Aug. 22): You may be feeling sorry for yourself today. Don’t be too quick to get on your knees. Keep in touch with friends. You may make a new love.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be self-reliant, make your own decisions, and be your own chief. You will see good results if you make some of those physical changes that you’ve been thinking about. Don’t do your best today.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Your efforts will bring rewards in January but proceed with extreme caution.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): You may have difficulties going to extremes, especially in regards to designing. Remember to understand your point of view.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): It’s time to take a break. Plan to do things with the ones you love. A short trip will be of much benefit to you today.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Someone you love will be in the news today. You may be in line to lose your job. Ask Actions, a group who tests in this case. Pull out your cards, and make sure that you get your point across.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Uncertainties at work will be turned around if you make some of those physical changes that you’ve been thinking about. Don’t do your best today.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): Don’t overestimate children, entertainment or organizations. This is a time to be flexible and to waltz into special offers. Remember to give to groups. Internships should be looked at carefully.

public access tv schedule

8 a.m. Democracy Now
11 a.m. University Students’ Day
12:10 p.m. One Child
1:30 p.m. The People Over There
7:15 a.m. The News
7:15 a.m. Net News
4:40 Central Illinois Women’s Caucus
5-8 p.m. Fashion
6-7 p.m. Bats’ Logbook No. 6
6-7 p.m. SCCS Category" Group
7-8 p.m. Access Update
7-8 p.m. Sights and Sounds: Keyboard Highlights
7-8 p.m. Volunteer Task
8-9 p.m. Stated Life: Video Show 9-10 p.m. Bats’ Logbook No. 7
9-10 p.m. Monday Night Best Kids Children

quote of the day

One reason for the surging in Illinois is that the fact that the political and environmental government is like that of the wild, wild West, with weak or virtually nonexistent laws regarding integrity or ethics.

— Barretoe Norton, the executive director of the Better Government Association of Chicago.

http://www.prairielights.com
**SPORTS**

**BASEBALL**

Bonds poised to win National League MVP

NEW YORK — Barry Bonds probably will pick up a big portion of this year’s MVP vote Thursday, just not the one he wanted.

On another day when the National League electorate has turned to the World Series for inspiration, Bonds will be on the minds of more than 300 voters, when his San Francisco Giants face the New York Mets with a 3-10 average and set of national league walls, and a 182-10-base on debut.

**IOWA FOOTBALL**

Michelson honored as senior Nov. 9

Iowa offensive lineman John Michelson was posthumously honored at a tribute to Hawkeye Clauss, Daily Iowan host The Miracle Game, 7:30 p.m. Friday.

Michelson had played four games. He lived in Anamosa, 8 1/2 miles east of West Des Moines. Michelson has been back at Iowa since he died during Iowa-Michigan, 6-30-99. A housing project, however, was a football team there.

**IOWA SPORTS**

Today

**BASEBALL**

Iowa women host Lithuanian National team, Carver-Hawkeye, 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.

**BASKETBALL**

Iowa men host The Miracle Game, Carver-Hawkeye, 7:30 p.m. 

**WRESTLING**

Iowa at Minnesota, 7:30 p.m. Friday.

**FOOTBALL**

Iowa at Nebraska, 1:30 p.m. Saturday.

**VOLLEYBALL**

Iowa at Michigan, 5 p.m., Field House pool.

**SUNDAY TV**

NFL, Chicago Blackhawks at St. Louis, 2:05 p.m. FOX.

NFL, Oakland at Denver, 3 p.m. ESPN.
Volleyball drops two more

BY ALLI NOLLER

The Daily Iowan

Iowa senior Lizzy Buch-Crockett summed up her team's part of the tournament with one word: "sickly." The Hawkeyes had to stay positive, Buch-Crockett said, as she looks forward to the Big Ten Tournament next fall or take a hard look at Hill's role.

"We have to stay positive," Buch-Crockett said. "We have so many matches left, and we're winning some games. We're right there — and we're going to have to make a run if we want to win a lot of matches."}

Wrestling team lineup set for Gopher meet

Away from the true path of the NCAA championships, the Iowa wrestling team suffered its third loss in four weeks. Head coach Cy Becker battled against each other in the best two of three tournament, with at least 88 percent of AAU qualifiers coming out on top in the end. The Hawkeyes were outscored 22-16, 3-1, and 2-0.

"The Hawkeyes showed promise in both the Damaschke and the hill," said Buch-Crockett. "They jumped out to a 3-2 deficit on a quick head, turning the margin in the 1-7, 10th round when Northwestern shut out the 3-1, 10th round. A service ace by Simpson ended the game for the Hokies, 30-26, via tied by five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeyes dominated Northwestern in the No. 1 blocking attack, tallying 15.5 compared to the Wildcat's 6.5 kills on five sets to the hill and five sets to the Champs. Iowa could not earn the Wake - on points, as Northern set their third and fourth games and the match. The Hawkeye...
Miami returns to No. 1 in polls

BY RICHARD ROSENHEIM

Miami is back at No. 1, and this time the Hurricanes aren't going anywhere. The Hurricanes regained the top spot in the USA Today/ESPN poll on Monday, a day after their 1-8 victory over the Wildcats served as the perfect opportunity to take a final bow in front of the home crowd.

Despite little time on the game field, Lack has no regrets

Michigan and Ohio State were tied at No. 4 and Iowa remained No. 1 in the Associated Press poll on Monday, a day after their 1-8 victory over the Wildcats served as the perfect opportunity to take a final bow in front of the home crowd.

CALLANBRANDON.COM

SPORTS

FOOTBALL

Carried forward from Page 13
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Iowa notes

Iowa notes in the broadsheet quickly, thanks to the efforts of the Hawkeyes football writers. The Iowa Hawkeyes are tied for second in the Big Ten Conference and are two games behind Ohio State. They played well on defense against Northwestern and held

against Northwestern has bolstered Iowa's confidence for the remainder of the season.

In Brad's performance speaks vol-
The offensive line, from the Sheehan brothers, had much more on the line than just the game for the Hawkeyes when they scored.

Banks' 5-13, Lewis' 5-13,

PASSING O F F E N S E

NORTHWESTERN

Total yards-78

Rushing yards-1

5-13

ienesBanks

Iowa, and

and 90 yards on the ground. Iowa's running game was dominated by junior running back Tyler Goodson, who had 245 yards and 3 touchdowns. Iowa's defense shut down Northwestern's running game, holding the Wildcats scoreless for the remainder of the game.

THE OFFENSE

Iowa's offense was led by quarterback Spencer Petras, who completed 16 of 32 passes for 200 yards and 2 touchdowns. The Hawkeyes had a balanced attack, with 130 rushing yards and 29 completions.

IOWA

Total

123-52

Iowa dominated the Wildcats, holding them to 13 points on the field for the last time and 99 yards on the ground.

RUSHING YIELD

IOWA-12

The Hawkeyes, who remain at No. 6 in the USA Today/ESPN coaches poll, will likely play regular season games this Saturday in Minnesota.

TODAY'S QUOTES

What's ahead? You can check us out on Twitter and Facebook.

During the first game of the season, the Hawkeyes' offensive line was unable to contain the game. The offensive line, from the Sheehan brothers, had much more on the line than just the game for the Hawkeyes when they scored. The offensive line, from the Sheehan brothers, had much more on the line than just the game for the Hawkeyes when they scored. The offensive line, from the Sheehan brothers, had much more on the line than just the game for the Hawkeyes when they scored. The offensive line, from the Sheehan brothers, had much more on the line than just the game for the Hawkeyes when they scored.
Iowa rumbling back

Fred Russell looks for room to maneuver against Northwestern. Russell gained 100 yards on 17 carries and surpassed 1,000 yards for the season.

Week 11

Iowa 62,
Northwestern 10

Nov. 9, 2002
Iowa could still smell roses thanks to upset

BY DONOVAN BURBA
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Sorenstam wins 10th LPGA Tour title of the year

ASSOCIATED PRESS
OPUSU, Japan—Annika Sorenstam almost came back from a 9-over 42 on the back nine to extend her streak of 10 consecutive titles won at the World Ladies Championship in 1999. But Sorenstam had to settle for second place overall with a 9-under par 279, one stroke shy of South Korea's Grace Park.

Park won her second title of the year with a 7-under 65 on Sunday.

Sorenstam had gone 58 holes without a bogey before dropping two strokes, each on the 143-yard, par-3 16th hole. She shot 46 on the back nine, missing five greens and double-bogeying the hole that set her back.

"I'm just glad to be back in contention," Sorenstam said. "I can always come back from a bad day, but it's frustrating when you play so well all week and then kind of have to hang your head a little bit.

Sorenstam had six birdies on the front nine but couldn't keep up with Park, who made seven birdies and one bogey. Park birdied the last three holes to go 5-under 31 in the final three holes.

"There were some opportunities to take advantage of," Sorenstam said. "I'm just glad to be in contention."
SPORTS

Vick, Maddox stellar, but neither gets win

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Steve Young of the San Francisco 49ers and Michael Vick of the Atlanta Falcons faced each other for the first time as NFL quarterbacks Sunday. Young, who started the day tied for fourth in franchise history with 344 touchdown passes, and Vick, tied with Mariucci for the fifth-most in franchise history — Young also has caught four touchdown passes this season — had mixed results.

Bills 34, Lions 34, Sunday.

The Bills did not have enough time to run down the clock, Maddox lofted a 34-yard pass that beat the Lions with 1:14 to play.

The result with 1:14 to play.

The result: The Bills did not have enough time to run down the clock, Maddox lofted a 34-yard pass that beat the Lions with 1:14 to play.

Now Open! City Hall Annex

Meet Tom Arnold

signing copies of his book

How I Lost 5 Pounds in 6 Years

an autobiography

Tuesday · Nov. 12 · 1:00 pm

101 S. Delaware, Iowa City

Meet Tom Arnold signing copies of his book How I Lost 5 Pounds in 6 Years an autobiography Tuesday · Nov. 12 · 1:00 pm

101 S. Delaware, Iowa City

337-2651

Owner's vow to spend less

By JOSH DUBOW

TUCSON, Ariz. — Baseball teams won’t be able to spend as much money as they wish this season, but they still have enough to make the winter spendings a windfall.
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